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Overview



A short history of blogging

- Offers agency and control to the contributor as a tool to capture / 
share the longitudinal experiential journey through online narrative 
(Pachler and Daly 2009). 

- Strengths in encouraging students to engage in ongoing reflection 
and analysis, and in enabling students to think holistically about the 
context of their learning (through making links to both internal and 
external content) (Ferdig and Trammel 2004).

- Usefulness in engaging students at risk of isolation (notably distance 
learning students (Dickey 2004)). 



The nursing student blog - background

To provide:

- an accessible, moderated, interactive space for students to share 
experiences.

- remote access to academic development materials whilst students were 
on placement.

- scope to facilitate peer support.

- ‘real life’ nursing biographies to support development of professional 
identity and foster engagement with institution.

http://blogs.spokenword.ac.uk/nurseblog/

http://blogs.spokenword.ac.uk/nurseblog/
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Discussion

- In your own discipline or area, have you used 
similar remote support?

- If yes, could you share some of the successes/ 
challenges?

- In no, is there an area within your discipline 
where you can see applicability?



What worked?

Aspects of the blog which we factored in to promote engagement:

- Informality

- Timeliness

- Variety

- Detail

- ‘Real life’ nursing

- Publicity



Student evaluation

- Mid-November 2010 to mid-January 2011 the blog received over 
1,600 hits.

- 470 views of video material.

- 85%* of students who said they had accessed the blog rated it 
useful or very useful.

- 68% agreed that the academic development materials helped them 
complete their assessments

- 70% said that the student contributions improved their 
understanding of placement and the placement experience.

* n=110 of 205 students who responded to a paper based evaluation questionnaire.



Blogger reflections

- Motivations – to be of use, share, have fun.

So I thought, it would be quite good to get involved and like, get 
other students in newer years to see how, maybe we experienced it 
and share our experience and give them tips.... To be of use on 
campus.

- Public nature of media – initially intimidating, but later 
empowering.

Because it was me actually on the screen, they could actually see 
who I was , and at first I was like ‘oh my God, if my friends see 
this...’ but it was like, do you know what, I enjoyed it, it was fun.. It 
was just a laugh, you know, giving information at the same time 
but... I thought it was really good  after I got over the initial 
embarrassment.



Blogger reflections
- Useful resource – value in learning from experienced students.

You do want to hear it from the horse’s mouth so to speak.... 
Somebody going ‘och well actually this is how I felt emotionally, this 
is how I felt mentally, this is how I got through it, this is who I went 
to’, you’re kind of more likely to believe that it works from another 
student.

Cos I always find myself looking to older students and saying ‘how 
did you do this?’

- Learning opportunity – reflection,  developing writing skills for 
diverse audience.



Blogger reflections

- Enhanced or reinforced confidence – empowerment, protected 
space, maintained own voice throughout editing.

I literally hate reading my own stuff, so I was a bit nervous, I was like 
‘oh God, people are...’ I felt exposed in a way, but... It was also good in 
a way cos you’re helping someone...

I loved it. I felt important!

It’s just nice to vent, in a ... professional way, but it’s nice to go ‘blaaa... 
This is how I’m feeling’... And I think it was really good for mental 
health, it was really good to say, ‘I’m alright actually, I know loads’

- Acknowledgment of expectation of multimedia in learning.



Discussion

- To what extent does student expectation 
drive delivery format?

- How can this inform design/ innovation?

- How reusable are reusable learning 
objects?



What’s next?

- Continued use of blog with focus on reflective writing and linking 
clinical experiences to theory for 3rd year students.

- Staff evaluation?

- Shared student space for reflection, publication? Unsolicited pieces 
sent to us for consideration



Any questions?
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